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ARIA

As it is known, Axiomatic Field Theory (A) implies "double analyticity" of
the n-point functions in space-time and energy-momentum Complex Variables
(C), with various interconnections by Fourier-Laplace analysis. When the latter
is replaced by. Harmonic Analysis (H) on spheres and hyperboloids, a new kind
of double analyticity results from (A) (i.e. from locality, spectral condition, tem-
perateness and invariance): complex angular momentum is thereby introduced
(a missing chapter in (A)). Exploitation of Asymptotic Completeness via Bethe-
Salpeter-type equations (B) leads to new developments of the previous theme on
(A,C,H) (complex angular momentum) and of other themes on (A,C) (crossing,
Haag-Swieca property etc...). Various aspects of (A) + (B) have been implemented
in Constructive Field Theory (composite spectrum, asymptotic properties etc...)
by a combination of specific techniques and of model-independent methods.

VARIATIONS

Harmonic Analysis with Double Analyticity and the Corresponding
"Propagator interpretation"
(1) Composition of analytic kernels and Fourier-Laplace transformation on the

complex hyperboloidX<c) = {z = (*<•>,...,*<«) ; z<°>' - z<'>' - ... - *<">* = -a2}
will be outlined in our variations (2-5) and illustrated by applications to two-point
functions in more general frameworks of (A). In Xj, the real one-sheeted hyper-
boloid Xj plays the role of Minkowski space R , while the sphere Sj (z^ = iy^',

' for the 250th year of J.S. Bach's Goldberg Variations (B.W.V. 998) composed
in Leipzig in 1742.

** for the 25th year of M.L. Goldberger's theorem: "Ve, the predictive power of
Axiomatic Field Theory is less than e".
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z(I), ..., z(d) real) replaces the euclidean space Ej = IR x TR.d~l of lRd . Corre-
spondingly, a "continuous" Fourier transform on Ej becomes a "discrete" Fourier-
Legendre series on Sj', analytic continuation of the former is now turned into a
carlsonian analytic interpolation of the latter; the analytic function thus obtained
remains a Laplace-type transform F(A) (on Xj instead of TR?) of a jump of the
original analytic function.

(2) The one-variable case (5i and X1 ) is illustrated by the propagator W (z^ , x)
of a local field at temperature 0~l. Locality and K. M.S. (instead of spectral)
condition imply that W is analytic in an t/0-periodic (instead of aperiodic) cut-
plane of the complex time variable z*0*. The role of F(A) (in (I)) is played by the
(retarded) Green function fl(w,z), with w = /3"1A.

(3) In Minkowski space R**, the matrix elements of retarded commutators between
bounded energy states are discontinuities of two-point functions analytic in a cut-
domain of C x C . Similarly, one can define on the hyperboloid Xj, interpreted
as a de Sitter (d-dimensional) space-time, "causal kernels" (with support proper-
ties) which are discontinuities AAC of "perikernels" AC, analytic in a cut-domain of

Xj x Xj . The composition law AC = ICi * ICy of kernels on Sj yields by ana-
lytic continuation (see [Bros, Viano 199O]) a "Volterra" composition law [Faraut
1981] AAC = AACi o AACj on Xt involving integration on a "double cone" (a de
Sitter-space-version of the "Wick rotation" property).

(4) Perikernels AC (z, z') on Xj which are invariant under the complex Lorentz (or
de Sitter) group on C^+1' are functions ^"(cos 6) (with cos 9 = — z-z'/a2) analytic
in a cut-plane whose jump A^"(= AAC) is carried by [l,+oo). Such kernels AAC
admit a Laplace transform F(A) introduced via "horocyclic sections" of Xj and
expressed as an integral transform of A^"(cosh v) whose kernel is a second-kind
Legendre function Q^ (cosh v). The analyticity and boundedness properties of
cos 8~N x .F(cos B) in the cut-plane are equivalent to the analyticity and bound-

edness of F(A) in the half-plane II/v = {A; Re A > AT}, while {&((); i integer
> N} reproduces the Fourier-Legendre series of F on Sj. Moreover AAC] o AAC2 is
turned into Fi(A) • F2(A) [Faraut 1981, Faraut, Viano 1986, Bros, Viano 199O].

(5) Invariant perikernels AC on X^ are interpreted as propagators on de Sitter
space; AC admits an integral representation in terms of F(A) which extrapolates
the Kâllen-Lehmann representation, a~}[\ + (d— 1)/2] playing the role of the mass
[Bros, 199O].

Recent Developments and Results Concerning the Four-Point Function

(6) Several topics concerning the four-point function and the two-particle scatter-
ing amplitudes will be reviewed in the following variations (7-21). The introduction
of complex angular momentum in the "linear program" (exclusive use of (A)) and
its implications in the framework of the "non-linear program" (use of (A)+(B))
will be presented. Various developments of the non-linear program concerning



in particular the composite spectrum and the asymptotic properties at large mo-
menta will be described and related results of constructive field theory will be
given.

Linear program: introduction of complex angu/ar momentum
(7) In the ^-channel (t = K2, K = fcj + k2 = k\ + k'2) and at t < O, the four-point
function F(C1 C'; t, cos 6) is analytic in a cut-plane of the "off-shell scattering
angle" B, when'the mass variables C = (C1,C2), C' = (C,',CO (O = *,?, £ = *?)
belong to a region A< corresponding to the "euclidean subspace": at (<,C, C') fixed,
the section of this subspace yields a sphere embedded in a complex hyperboloid
which is contained in the primitive domain of (A), except for the s-cut and u-cut
of the crossed channels; the analytic framework ((C)-I-(H)) outlined in (1,4) is
therefore entirely implemented (except that two cuts instead of one now occur).

(8) A "Laplace-Proissart-Gribov" transform F (£,C'; *, A) of F, analytic in a half-
plane !!AT = {A; Re A > n} of the complex angular momentum variable A can
then be introduced; moreover F = e'^~ F,cos^p — t'F0sin^ , where F1 and F0

(namely the transforms of symmetric and antisymmetric combinations F4, F0 of
the s-cut and u-cut discontinuities of F) are carlsonian interpolations in IIjv of
(respectively) the even and odd "off-shell partial waves" /*(Ç,Ç',<) of F [Bros,
Viano, 199O].

(9) Analytic continuation of F with respect to the mass variables Ç, Ç' at t fixed
(t < O) can be performed in the domain of validity of dispersion relation, thus
including the mass shell (up to the occurrence of a kinematical cut).

(10) Analytic continuation with respect to t in the region t > O can also be
performed by making use ("à la Martin" [N.C. 1966]) of positivity properties of
the absorptive parts of F carried by the s-cut and u-cut. This program of analytic
continuation of F remains to be explored.

Non-linear program: a review of various properties
(11) In the Bethe-Salpeter type structure of F, namely F = G + FoG = G+ ••
• + Go-- -oG -I , the irreducibility of G (i.e. the vanishing of its discontinuity
A(J for t < (3m)2) is the expression of two-particle asymptotic completeness and
implies the meromorphic continuation of F locally around t = 4m2 (across the
cut 4m2 < t < 9m2) [Bros 1970; Bros, Lassalle, CMP 1977]. In this axiomatic
framework, o denotes a two-line Feyn^an-type convolution whose propagators are
possibly damped in euclidean direct - by an analytic cutoff. The corresponding
kernel G (defined in terms of F by F = G + F o G) is then called a regularized
Bethe-Salpeter kernel.

(12) Passage to the off-shell partial waves ft (resp. gt) of F (resp. G) yields
corresponding Bethe-Salpeter equations ft = 9t + ft°fft (° denoting integration
over the mass variables) in a domain of (Ç,Ç',t)-space containing physical points
of the t-channel on the mass shell.

(13) In all 2- and 3-dimensional weakly-coupled models of constructive field theory,
suitable irreducible kernels are introduced and two-particle asymptotic complete-
ness is proved by model-independent methods [lagolnitzer, Magnen CMP 1987-88].



(14) Decoupled Bethe-Salpeter equations for the absorptive parts F3 and Fa of F
(namely F, = Gg + Ft o G, and F0 = G0 + F0 O G0, where O denotes integration
in a double-cone) follow from the analytic framework of (A) [Bros 197O].

(15) In view of (8), the previous Bethe-Salpeter equations are then (partially)
diagonalized by the Laplace-FVoissart-Gribov transformation, namely one has:
F.)a(-;*,A) = G. i a(-;<,A) + £,,„(•;*,A)OG,,a(-;t,A) (where • stands for the mass
variables (£, £')); these equations interpolate in A the corresponding equations for
the (even and odd) partial waves (see 12), at least when the point (C, £', t) lies in
the restricted domain specified in (7).

Results oa the composite spectrum

(16) Fredholm theory applied to the Bethe-Salpeter equations for the f t implies
that the meromorphic continuation of F may admit poles t = te with factorized
residue appearing in definite (off-shell) partial waves ft.

(17) In field theories with small coupling g, the composite spectrum can be studied
in a fixed neighbourhood of the region 4m2 < t < 9m? — e(g)', while no pole occurs
in (hypothetical) models of dimension 4, a kinematical threshold effect at t — 4m2

always produces a bound or antibound state in 2-dimensional models, and possibly
an t = O bound state in 3-dimensional models whose mass m g (mg < 2m) tends
to 2m when g —> O (see [Bros, lagolnitzer CMP 1988] for a complete and model-
independent analysis).

(18) Fredholm theory applied to the Bethe-Salpeter equations for the transforms
Fa,a('i *» A) of F,>a (see (15)) implies a meromorphic continuation of Ft<a from II/y

into a larger half-plane II # f ./V < N J , if the Bethe Salpeter kernel G may be shown

to have a better behaviour than F in the cut-plane of cos 6 (i.e. in |cos 0\N).

(19) The transform F of F can then possibly present "Regge poles" in the strip
IIjv\II;v of the A-plane; with each such pole A = AO(<), there corresponds a con-

tribution to F of the form (2A0(O + 1) PAO<O(~COS *) x ^^In^AoYtf which' on

the one hand, may interpolate poles t/ (i.e. AO (tt) = I) in the region of ana-
lytic continuation t > O, and on the other hand provides the dominant behaviour
(cos 0|Re Ao(/) of F in the cos 0-plane (in particular for all t < O).

Asymptotic properties at large euclidean momenta

(20) The exploration of the asymptotic properties of F for Ç, £' —> oo in the eu-
clidean region, in a semi-axiomatic approach of field theories of y>*-type (i.e. non-
superrenormalizable theories with only two and four-point renormalizable parts),
can be performed by introducing "renormalized" instead of "regularized" Bethe-
Salpeter kernels. A more sophisticated system of Fredholm equations (see the
Appendix of [Symanzik, CMP 1973] and [Bros, Ducomet, Ann. IHP 1986]) allows
one again to reconstruct F in terms of G and to exhibit the leading (factorized)
term of the Wilson expansion of F; moreover a discussion of the "existential prob-
lem" of such theories is suggested by the occurrence of a Fredholm denominator
whose possible zeros are of the same nature as the "Landau ghost" (and reduce



to the latter in a drastic perturbative approximation). This treatment relies in a
crucial way on "asymptotic conditions" stating that appropriate increments of G
(instead of G itself ) decrease as an inverse momentum in euclidean directions. Un-
der these conditions, the convergence of the "renormalized Neumann expansion"
F = G + S(<7 o G o • • • o G)rea is also proved [lagolnitzer, Ann. IHP 1989].

(21) A complete illustration of these asymptotic properties in the 2-dimensional
massive Gross-Neveu model at small coupling, has been obtained in [lagolnitzer,
Magnen CMP 1988]. In particular, the relevant asymptotic conditions on the
increments of G have been checked and the leading term of F comes out from
the Bethe-Salpeter structure as outlined above (the full Wilson expansion is also
derived directly in [lagolnitzer, Magnen, CMP 1988]). These results of constructive
field theory follow from a refined phase-space analysis incorporated to the cluster
expansion method.

Recent Developments and Results Concerning the n-Point Functions
(22) Variations (23-28) will be devoted to reviewing the following topics: local
analyticity properties in the linear program and their macrocausal interpretation,
present status of the crossing property, use of generalized Neumann expansions in
a semi-axiomatic formulation of the non-linear program, implementation of this
viewpoint in constructive field theory.

Local analyticity

(23) In the linear program, local analyticity properties of m —* n — m particle
collision amplitudes (obtained by applying "local tube theorems" to the primitive
domains of the n-point functions implied by (A)) hold for every n but only near
points P = (Pi,..., Pn) that belong to certain parts of the physical regions. Specific
domains have been obtained for the 2 —> 3 amplitudes in [Bros, Epstein, Glaser
HPA 1972] (in which case only a small region below five-particle threshold, is
excluded) and for the 3 —> 3 forward amplitudes in [Muzafarov, Pavlov TMF
1978].

(24) The method of "localized Fourier transforms" (f\oc), °r "microlocal analy-
sis", yields a more general characterization of the local momentum-space proper-
ties of n-point (time-ordered) functions Tn in terms of their "essential support" (or
"singular spectrum"); the latter, which describes the local decompositions of Tn

as sums of boundary values of analytic functions (see [Bros, Epstein, Glaser HPA
1972]), can be directly interpreted in phase-space as a set of "causal configurations"
(P,u) (u = (u]...un) = |u| x uu denoting space-time translations) outside which
exponential decrease properties of f\oc (rn) (P, u) (of the form exp (—a (P, W-) |u|))
hold. A precise form of such "macrocausality properties" implied by (A) has been
given recent'y in [lagolnitzer 1991].

(25) In the non-linear program (based on (A)-t-(B)), extended local analyticity
properties including Landau singularity structure can be obtained through struc-
tural equations adapted to given energy-momentum regions (see e.g. [Bros, Mn^
1983] which presents substantial results for 2 —> 3 and 3 —> 3 processes but only
partial results for m —» m processes): difficulties concern the need for a complete
recurrent system of Bethe-Salpeter-type equations.



Crossing
(26) The crossing property is the existence of an analyticity domain for the re-
peint function on the complex mass shell which connects the various m —> n — m
particle regions (namely the local domains obtained in (23,25)) together. It is
only for n = 4 (i.e. for 2 —^ 2 processes) that this property has been shown
to follow purely from (A) [Bros, Epstein, Glaser, CMP 1965]. In the framework
of ((A) + (B)), a general method (applicable to arbitrary n) has been indicated,
which yields a complete proof for 2 —> 3 processes [Bros, Phys. Rep. 1986];
one thus obtains, as in the 2 —> 2 case, "asymptotic crossing domains" (i.e.
cut-neighbhourhoods of infinity in suitable energy variables); another procedure
applicable to 3 —> 3 forward kinematics yields bounded crossing domains [Bros,
Mn^ 1979] for the corresponding 3 —» 3 processes (A treatment of the latter
based purely on (A) has been presented by Muzafarov, TMF 1978, quoted by us
in Mn^, 1979; we now feel obliged to say that this treatment does not make sense).

The approach of generalized Neumann expansions
(27) Considering the structural equations mentioned in (25) in the sense of "Neumann-
type expansions in terms of irreducible kernels" suggests a semi-axiomatic ap-
proach [lagolnitzer, Fizika 1985] supported by perturbation theory, in which n-
point functions are expressed by series of Feynman-type amplitudes adapted to
arbitrary energy-momentum regions; these expansions should exhibit the complete
Landau singularity structure and imply various discontinuity formulae of interest
for the n-point functions.

(28) This viewpoint has been successfully implemented [lagolnitzer, Magnen,
CMP 1987-88 and lagolnitzer, MCl^ 1986] in all models of constructive field theory
(thanks to the introduction of diversified irreducible kernels via "cluster expan-
sions of higher order"). At sufficiently small couplings, the series of Feynman-type
amplitudes mentioned in (27) are shown to be convergent and the method leads
to a promising program for proving asymptotic completeness in all these models.

Haag-Swieca Property and Asymptotic Completeness
(29) The Haag-Swieca property [CMP, 1965] was proposed as a reasonable "local
manifestation" of field theories enjoying a pure particle interpretation. It claims
that for all energies E and bounded space-time regions C?, a certain set of states
SE(O), defined by means of observables localized in CJ, should be a compact subset
of the Hilbert space, with exponentially decreasing "thickness" in terms of an
"approximate dimension" parameter N.

(30) Although this property has been considered recently as a too restrictive cri-
terion for the general case including "infra-particles" [Buchholz, 1991], it keeps
its value for theories with purely positive mass spectrum. As a matter of fact, a
general method has been given [Bros, 1991] for establishing the Haag-Swieca prop-
erty from Asymptotic Completeness; this method, based on the local analyticity
and uniform boundedness properties of the wave packets representing the states
of SE(O) (expressed in terms of appropriate n-point functions) yields a complete
proof for values of E of the two-particle region (the treatment of higher energy
ranges calls for further technical results of the non-linear program).


